
Additive manufacturing (AM) has demonstrated to be a unique means for
rapidly and remotely building customized, complex metallic parts for a
variety of engineering applications within the energy, aerospace,
biomedical and automotive industries. For the energy sector, there is an
emerging interest in using AM to fabricate customized components for
enhancing the efficiency and overall manufacturability of modular (very
small) nuclear power plants. This talk will focus on describing the
opportunities and challenges associated with metals AM for critical,
‘extreme’ applications such as nuclear power cycles. The process-
structure-property-performance relationships inherent to laser-powder
bed fusion (L-PBF) AM methods, nickel-based superalloys, and
microstructure, residual stress and porosity will be discussed. Results
demonstrating the effects of nuclear and ion radiation on L-PBF metal
hardness and microstructure will be shown.
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